
Welsh Government factory expansion
plans for Invertek Drives heralds jobs
growth

Invertek Drives Ltd already employs 180 people.  It was first established in
1998 to manufacture controllers for electric motors found in everything from
machines, fans and conveyors through to elevators.

It has ambitious plans to increase its turnover to £50 million by 2022 and to
increase the number of employees to 230. 

The company has grown consistently to accomplish global sales of more than
£30m with a sales and service presence in over 80 countries worldwide.

The new factory is vital in order to maintain growth, the company requires
bigger premises to increase production and to bring all its activities in
Welshpool on to one site.

Economy Secretary Ken Skates said:

“I am pleased our involvement in this expansion supports our vision
to improve the Welsh economy, safeguarding established jobs and
creating new posts. 

“Invertek Drives already benefits its local community as an
employer and through its use of local supply chains. This expansion
will help to have an even more significant impact on the local
economy.

“We are delighted to have the opportunity to help them achieve
their ambitious plans for the future.”

Charles Haspel, Operations Director, Invertek Drives said:

“This major new development endorses Invertek’s significant
commitment to the Mid Wales area as it seeks further growth in the
high technology international industrial automation market.”
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Huge increase in visitor spending in
Wales

In the 12 months ending July 2017, there were 102 million tourism day visits
to Wales, with an associated spend of £4,874 million. The number of visits
has increased 11% compared to the 12 months ending July 2016, while the
amount spent has increased 51%.

Wales’ performance is particularly strong in the GB context: for GB as a
whole, the number of visits has decreased by 1% compared to the 12 months
ending July 2016, while the amount spent has increased 5%.

Cabinet Secretary for the Economy and Infrastructure, said:&nbsp;

“These indications are very positive for 2017. In what is an
extremely competitive market place, tourism in Wales is in a strong
position and these figures continue to reflect the success we have
experienced over the last two years.  

“It’s great news that we’re attracting more visitors to Wales – but
that visitors are also spending more while on a day trip – which is
a boost to economy.  In addition to this, 87% of respondents in our
tourism barometer survey undertaken in June said they were
confident about how their business would perform over the summer. 

“We will continue with our campaign work to ensure that we make the
most of the opportunities to attract those looking to holiday at
home due to the weak pound and give people compelling reasons to
visit Wales during the Autumn.”

Our Valleys, Our Future

These are the three priorities in Our Valleys, Our Future – the high-level
action plan launched by the Ministerial Taskforce for the South Wales
Valleys, in July. 

The Blaenavon meeting is the latest in a series of public engagement events
taking place in September and early October to discuss the plan. 

Key themes to emerge from previous engagement sessions have included the need
to work with businesses to develop skills; issues in relation to local
transport and connectivity; the regeneration of local high streets; the need
for public services to work better together and the cost and availability of
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child care. 

All of these have been reflected in Our Valleys, Our Future, which was
developed based on feedback from people living and working in the South Wales
Valleys.

Minister for Lifelong Learning and the Welsh Language Alun Davies will be at
the meeting together with fellow taskforce member Ann Beynon and Rhondda
Cynon Taf Council leader Andrew Morgan. They will be joined by Alison Ward,
Chief Executive of Torfaen Council and Councillor Anthony Hunt, leader of
Torfaen Council.

Our Valleys, Our Future sets out a range of aims and actions in each of the
three priority areas, including:

Closing the employment gap between the South Wales Valleys and the rest
of Wales by helping an additional 7,000 people into work by 2021 and
creating thousands of new, fair, secure and sustainable jobs;
Launching three pathfinder projects to look at how services and local
delivery can be better joined-up in Llanhilleth, Ferndale and in
Glynneath and Banwen;
Exploring the development of a Valleys Landscape Park, which has the
potential to help local communities use their natural and environmental
resources for tourism, energy generation and health and wellbeing
purposes.

“I am excited to be part of this work in the valleys – this part of
Wales is close to my heart; it is where I was born and brought up.
I recognise that many of the problems we face are deep-seated but I
am determined the taskforce will make a real difference.  

“We are committed to working with Torfaen Council, Aneurin Bevan
University Health Board, the employment service, the police,
schools and colleges and a host of voluntary organisations to help
valleys communities go from strength to strength.”

The taskforce was set up a year ago to work with communities and local
businesses across the South Wales valleys to deliver lasting economic change
in the region; to create good-quality jobs, closer to people’s homes; improve
skill levels and bring prosperity to all. 

The taskforce will work to maximize job opportunities in the local economy,
including in retail, care and the food industry. It will also encourage and
provide support for existing and potential entrepreneurs. 



World’s first semiconductor cluster
comes to Wales thanks to Welsh
Government

Originally built for LG Semiconductors, the Celtic Lakes development at
Imperial Park in Newport was sold by the Welsh Government to City Deal
Councils for a £38m make over. 

As one of the premier business locations in South East Wales, its use as a
compound semiconductor wafer foundry is a key part of the Welsh Government’s
strategy to build the world’s first semiconductor cluster – bringing high end
jobs, investment and skills to Wales. 

Economy Secretary Ken Skates said: 

“It is hugely encouraging that Welsh Government’s initial £12m
investment in developing the cluster back in 2015 has been the
catalyst for today’s announcement that IQE plans to expand into the
City Deal’s new facilities. Not only is it extremely exciting news
for the Welsh economy, securing additional jobs and investment, but
it further cements Wales as a world leader in this state of the art
technology.

“With the world’s first compound semiconductor cluster located here
in South East Wales, we are punching well above our weight in
developing technology which not only plays an increasingly vital
role in the way we live our lives today but will drive innovation
which will shape the world we live in tomorrow.”

The foundry will support the development of a compound Semiconductor
Industrial cluster in the region, with the potential to:

lever £375m of private sector investment,
create up to 2,000 high skilled jobs,
return the investment for use on other regional schemes, and
create hundreds more jobs in the wider supply chain cluster

Compound semiconductors are more complex than silicon technology and offer
lower power consumption, higher operating speeds and temperatures, light-
emitting and detecting properties. These properties are opening up
significant markets in the automotive, health and security sector not least
in helping deliver 5G smart phones, the Internet of Things, tele-health and
autonomous vehicles. 

Dr Drew Nelson, Chief Executive of IQE plc said: 
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“Compound semiconductors are rapidly defining 21 century
technologies and Wales is uniquely positioned to be centre stage of
this global, high-tech industry sector.

“This dedicated compound semiconductor facility between Cardiff and
Newport will act as a key component of the burgeoning cluster that
is already cementing Wales’ reputation for technology leadership.

“The initiative is a shining example of what can be achieved
through collaboration. The Welsh and UK governments, along with the
ten councils that form the Cardiff Capital Region, have worked
closely with academic institutes and industry to build an
innovation infrastructure that will support and nurture the region
as a true global player in new and emerging technologies.

“The facility will become the base for a number of compound
semiconductor related activities, including IQE, where we expect to
rapidly expand our production capacity to meet increasing demand
for our technology.”

New school guide for parents with
adopted children launched

Created by Adoption UK Cymru, ‘Getting it right for every child: A parent’s
guide to working with schools’, sets out the top things parents of adopted
children should look for when choosing a school, how to work with staff at
the school and gives advice on how attachment issues can have an impact on a
child’s progress through the education system.

The guide, funded by the Welsh Government, is based on recommendations from
internationally renowned experts on trauma and attachment.

Written by Ann Bell, who is an adoptive parent and Director of Adoption UK in
Wales, the content is based on contributions from other adopters, adopted
children and young people, teachers and those responsible for looked after
and adopted children in local authorities.

Education Secretary Kirsty Williams said:

“We know that adopted children often need extra support when it
comes to their education and this new guide aims to help parents
make the right choices for their child as they navigate the school
system. Learning can only take place if children feel safe and that
often does not come naturally for children who have had bad
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experiences with adults in their early years.

“We want to make sure children and young people who have been
adopted have the same opportunity as other children to reach their
full potential in life.”

Communities and Children Secretary Carl Sargeant said:

“Adoptive parents provide the stable family environment children
need while supporting them through their education.

“This guide is designed to give those parents extra advice to help
them to access the right support in school when they need it.
Without that support, children and young people will continue to
face barriers in achieving their true potential.”

Author of the guide, Ann Bell, said:

“As adopters, we provide stable homes and nurturing environments
for some of the most vulnerable children and young people in
society, and whilst parenting in such circumstances is hugely
rewarding, it also presents difficult challenges, no more so than
when our children enter the education system.

“I’ve written this booklet to provide the reassurance and guidance
that parents need to help them choose the right school for their
children, ask the right questions, and find the right support and
help when they need it most. Adoptive parents are their children’s
single most powerful advocate, and I hope that this informative
guide provides power to their elbow.”


